
Seeds to Plate U.S. History Grade 8

Slow Food and the Makah Ozette 
Potato 

Overview:  
Students will read “A  Potato With a 
Past” to learn about the history of the 
Makah Ozette Potato and a variety of 
fingerling potato that travelled to 
North America from South America 
in the late 18th century. Through 
learning about this potato’s history, 
students will be able to compare and 
contrast the concept of “fast food” and 
“slow food”. 

Objectives: 
At the end of the lesson, students will 
be able to:  

Annotate text with 
connections to prior 
knowledge and clarifying 
questions. 
Paraphrase text and use 
sentence frames to compare 
and contrast slow versus fast 
food.  
Define vocabulary words using 
context clues. 
Understand steps needed to 
plant the Makah Ozette Potato. 

Preparation: 
Note: plan for two-three 50 
minute class periods for text 
analysis, several weeks for the 
planting, cultivating, and 
harvesting of the potato, and 
one class period for a culinary 
experience. 
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Materials: 
Teacher Supplement: Planting 
your Ark of Taste Makah Ozette 
Potato in Your School Garden 
Handout 1: “A Potato With a Past” 
Handout 2: Target Vocabulary 
Definitions 
Handout 3: Paraphrasing Planting 
Instructions 
Handout 4: Compare and 
Contrast Slow Food vs. Fast Food 
Images of the Makah Ozette 
Potato 
Thesaurus  
Measurement tools for planting 
accuracy (spacing) 

On the Board: 
Student Reflection Questions 
Vocabulary 

Suggested Snack: 
Makah Ozette Potato Recipe Book 
(choose one): https://
www.slowfoodusa.org/contents/
sdownload/4713/file/Makah-
Ozette-Potato-Recipe-Book.pdf 

Other Resources: 
Slow Food USA (https://
www.slowfoodusa.org) 
Potato Videos (https://
thekitchencommunity.org/
teaching-in-your-garden/video-
library/) 
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Potatoes can be purchased from Slow Food USA. 

Vocabulary 
slow food 
staple 
phylogenetic 
commercial production 

Learning Activities: 

Day 1: 
1. Warm Up: (5 min.) 

A. Tell students they will have an opportunity to learn about a variety of 
fingerling potato that came to North America from South America rather 
than traveling from South America to Europe with the Spaniards then to 
North America during the Age of Exploration. 

- Show students an image of the fingerling potato and ask them why they 
think it is called a “fingerling” (it is thin like a finger). 

2. Activity: Reading “A Potato With a Past” (25 min.) 
A. Distribute Handout 1: “A Potato With a Past”   

First Read: Teacher reads aloud the modified version of the handout 
“Potato With a  Past”. To ensure that all students are actively following  
along, teacher omits several words per paragraph, which students orally  
fill in as a group. Teacher models think aloud strategies while reading  
(making connections, asking rhetorical questions, re- reading sections for  
clarification)  
 
Second Read: Students re-read the text orally with a partner, alternating 
paragraphs. After each paragraph, students “mark up the text” with  
sidebar comments written in the margins for each paragraph. These  
comments are designed to show active reading processes and may begin  
with sentence starters such as, “ I wonder....I think.... I am surprised....I   
have a question about.....”  

B. Vocabulary Study: Handout (20 min.) 
A. Pass out Handout 2: Target Vocabulary Definitions. Students use 
context clues and reference materials (such as thesaurus) to   
study the meanings of each of the highlighted words from the text: 
slow food, staple, phylogenetic, commercial production. 

Day 2: 
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A. Handout: Paraphrasing Planting Instructions (35 min) 

- Students read with partners and paraphrase each step of the process 
(may use reference materials for paraphrasing to find synonyms).  

- Students plant potatoes in the ground according to the directions in 
small groups. Plants will need to be cared for over the course of the 
next several months.  

B. Compare and Contrast: Handout (15 min) 

- In pairs, students brainstorm list of characteristics of “slow food” and 
“fast food”. Their ideas are recorded on the handout. After 
brainstorming, they use sentence frames to explain the similarities 
and differences using academic language. 

3. Snack (After Harvest): Makah Ozette Potato Recipe Book (choose one). (30 
min.) 

4. Have students answer the reflection questions in their garden journals. (5 min.) 

Student Reflection Questions: 
1. What is similar about “slow food” and “fast food”? What is different about 

them? 
2. Can you provide a definition for one of the target vocabulary words/terms (in 

your own words)? 
3. How would you describe the taste and texture of the potato dish that you 

made? Would you make any changes to the recipe? If so, how would you 
modify it? 

Assessment Questions: 
1. Who is responsible for bringing the Makah Ozette Potato from South 

America to North America? 
A. The Native Americans 
B. The Spaniards 
C. The Irish 

2. Briefly explain the history of the Makah Ozette Potato. 

Standards: 
CCSS 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.1 
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http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/1/
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Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary 
sources. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.2 
Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; 
provide an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge or 
opinions.  
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.6.4 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings.
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http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/6/4/

